CARLISLE NOW FACES CHARGES
State Highways Commis. Accused of
Taking Asphalt Trust.

COMPLAINT FILED WITH GOV. GLYNN
Rival Company Involved in McIlwee and
Soilet in Attack-White

WILLIAM M. BRICKLEY TO BRICKLEY'S TOE
Crimson Star Kicks Yale Into
5 to 5 Score.

CAMBRIDGE STADIUM DEDICATED AT LAST
Governor's Roof and Silver to O'Brien Make Up
Total Take.

The great Harvard football, which kicked five field goals, which de

LIVES SHOT THROUGH BRAIN
Herald Pierce His Ned from Temple to Temple

SAYS SHE KILLED MARSHALL FIELD, JR.
Shot Him in Quarrel, Admits Shooting Near Chicago Mystery.

CONFESION MADE BY VIOLA GILMORE
Tigers Followed Night of Recovery—Victim Secretly Mourned

Autos Go Over Sea Wall
Cott's Badly Injured Foreman

AUTO GOES OVER SEA WALL
Cott's Badly Injured Foreman

MISSURES LIBERTY BY FINGER
Burglar Has One Annoyed
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20,000 MEXICANS IN BORDER FIGHT TO GAIN JUAREZ
Federals and Rebels in Fierce Struggle Near
American Line.

WOMEN IN RANKS FIGHTING AS MEN
Every Possible Soldier, Gun and Cartridge
Rushed to Front.

HUERTA ARMY GAINING
Counter from the Field Report Rebels Are
Driven Back to Jaula.

DAY'S DEVELOPMENTS
IN MEXICAN SITUATION
Mexico and Federals are
engaged in a conflict expected to be
the most severe since
Washington. Battle of
Jalapa will be a
fight for the control of
the interior of the
province of Jalapa, where
the government's forces
are halted by the
rebels. Elnico, a
city 200 miles
from Jalapa, has fallen
recently under rebel
command.

2,000 Men of the 9th
Regiment of the 2nd
Army Corps, under
Major General
McDowell, began
operations yesterday
at 8 o'clock, marching
through the streets
of Elnico and
attacking the rebels.

The rebels, numbering
about 500 men, are
estimated to have
at least 500 women and
children, according to
local reports. Elnico
is believed to have
been captured by
the rebel forces.

Another battalion of
the 2nd Army Corps
is expected to
arrive in the area
tomorrow.

HUERTA, IN MESSAGE TO TRIBUNE,
DECLARES OIL FIELDS ARE SAFE
(St. César to the Tribune from Victoria Huerta)
Mexico City, Nov. 22—The Mexican government officially de
clares that the oil fields are protected from any
attack by the rebels. The government's forces
are believed to be strong enough to
repel any attempt at seizure.

WALSH'S WIDOW SUES POLICE FUND
Wants $1,000 for Him, She Says, from Endowment
Association.

SUDDENLY SHOT AT \1400 MAN..." STEVENS
Went Down near the Garden
Actors Given Cause and
Chase for Field.

FARUGN AND WIFE ARE HIT BY AUTO
Died Down, Injuring Her.

ONE STRAW HAT IN BLOOD
Fetter Headache as Football
Game Bites Backlash.

MAY VAN ALLEN MUST PAY
A Resident, Blue Ghost
Duty on Jewels.
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